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What is Google Drive?

 A place to keep everything and share 

anything

 15 GB of free cloud storage

Online office suite (Docs, Sheets, Slides, 

Forms, etc.) and apps

 Installs on smartphones, tablets, and 

computers for easy access



Drive’s Office Suite

 Real-time collaboration

 Simple web forms 

 Document history

 Auto save (no save button!)



Where do I begin?

Create an account Open Drive Start creating



How can I use this in my 

classroom?

 http://tinyurl.com/86GoogleForms 

Or  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-AI1CNpa0rU

 http://tinyurl.com/40GoogleApps 

 http://www.appsusergroup.org/ideas-for-use/google-forms



Flipped Classroom

a la Google

Combine Google Presentations, 

to deliver the learning content, 

with Google Forms, for students to 

explore and reflect on the 

material - for an engaging, active 

lesson and activity.



Survey

 Students, parents, PLCs, clubs

Class projects

 Evaluations

 And more!



Student Collaboration

 Data from an experiment

Group projects

 Peer Review

 And more!



Annotated Bibliography

Collect from a group or individual 

students in one spreadsheet



Reading Journal

Have students keep their journal 

in a shared Google Doc or Form.  

You can give your comments 

while students continue to write.



Entrance or Exit 

Ticket

Create a form to quickly see how 

the students felt about the daily 

class assignment.



Quizzes (Graded, too!)

Create a quiz or test

 Use a variety of questions

 Provide hints or specific 

directions

Grade responses with Flubaroo



Creating a 

Form

 Create/Form

 Choose a template

 Insert questions

 Add item for new question

 Click on Send Form to get

link or send invites 

 Choose response destination

to create response sheet



Let’s take a quiz…

Go to:

http://tinyurl.com/lunchquiz



And grade it with Flubaroo!

 Add-on that enhances your 

spreadsheet

Grades your quizzes

 Emails results

 Allows you to send feedback



Add-on

 Add while spreadsheet is open

Go to Insert/Script or Add-ons

 Search for Flubaroo



Getting Started

Create an assignment in Forms.

Create an answer key.

 Assign it.

Grade it.

 Review the grades!

 http://www.flubaroo.com/

flubaroo-user-guide



Edmodo Snapshot

 Must have a class with students enrolled

 Select the standards that you would like to assess

 Allow Snapshot to generate questions based on the standards



Testmoz

 Create automatically graded online tests for free

 No registration for teachers/students required

 50 questions per test/4 question types available

 See up to 100 scores 

 Detailed reports that can export as CSV



Question Pro

 Similar to Google Docs/Flubaroo

 Use their templates or upload from Word

 Allows for branching logic

 Collect responses using their app

 Export survey results to Excel or CSV


